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J. Schweppe, followed by a complete list of the Law 'School
Faculty. ,

There are four lists of Law School graduates, one showing
their present locations, one alphabetically arranged, one arranged
in classes of graduation, and the last one of "addresses not
known." This last list is stressed with an appeal that the ad
dresses be sent to the Dean's office by anyone who can supply
them.

Mackenzie and H·is Voyageurs. By ARTHUR P. WOOLLACOTT.

(London and Toronto: J. M. Dent & Sons Ltd., 1927. Pp.
237.)
In the January issue of this Quarterly a review was pub

lished of Dr. M. S. Wade's Mwckenzie of Canada published by
William Blackwood & Sons. Another London firm has now is
sued another work on the same subject. Dr. Wade sought to
reveal Mackenzie's biography especially the portions before and
after his great voyages. Mr. W oollacott has not concerned him
self particularly with those years but has told again the story
of the explorer's great achievements. He has sought to include
all the latest researches and from his Foreword it is clear that
he consulted with the authorities in British Columbia such as
Judge F. W. Howay, Wm. J. Forsyth, the libraries in Vancouver
and Victoria and numerous Canadian officials. There are useful
maps and reproductions of thirty-two photographs.

While giving in the first two chapters a summary of explora
tions in the Northwest, the author inJects a note of consequence.
He there relates that officials of the Hudson's Bay Company have
gone to Ulster to copy a remarkable decument that has just come
to light, the journal of Henry Kellsey covering the period from
1683 to 1722. Kellsey was the first Englishman to penetrate from
the Hudson Bay coast to the western Canadian prairie country.
"It was not before known that a copy of his journal was in exist
ence." The author will undoubtedly seek the first opportunity to
consult that journal for in two instances (pages 3 and 4) he
states that Kellsey's tales of travel in 1692 were never regarded
seriously. The source of his injected note was a London dis
patch dated May 15, 1926.

The forty-ninth parallel is in no sense a boundary when it
comes to a matter of interest in the work of such men as Sir
Alexander Mackenzie. A cordial welcome should be accorded to
these new books by Dr. Wade and Mr. Woollacott.


